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Having trouble keeping track of the latest Jay Leno-Conan O'Brien developments? ... although NBC is "completely satisfied"
with Leno's performance, his primetime show ... reveals that Conan's most famous characters and sketches will be staying with
... We're sorry, but comments are closed for this article.. “The Jay Leno Show” debuted in the fall after Leno surrendered his
17-year stake ... NBC wants to move Leno out of prime-time and to the 11:35 p.m. ... Fox has had trouble launching late-night
shows in the past, with Chevy ... added that no one should feel sorry for him because he's been “absurdly lucky” .... If the third
time is the charm in NBC's quest for a smooth "Tonight Show" ... details of the previous two "Tonight" hand-offs involving Jay
Leno. ... In 2010, he took back "Tonight" after briefly ceding it to Conan O'Brien, driving O'Brien off to TBS. ... NBC hadn't
set out to upset the late-night balance with its .... Sorry, Conan, Jay Leno Stays at Troubled NBC in Prime Time. The Peacock
has laid an egg or hatched some creative magic. Depending upon .... The 2010 Tonight Show conflict was a media and public
relations conflict involving American television network NBC and two of its then-late-night talk show hosts, Conan O'Brien and
Jay Leno. ... When that time arrived, other networks conveyed interest in Leno; NBC, in an effort to ... I hope Conan stays, I
think he's terrific.. Because his primetime Jay Leno Show tanked, sinking Conan's ... really begun — and eventually forcing
Conan to leave NBC for good. ... air: “He should be staying, and that punk-ass Leno should be going.” ... Something's wrong
with someone who is always surprised about people being upset with him.”.. UPDATES NBC ON HOT SEAT: Will It Be Jay
AND Conan In Late Night? ... Admits Nothing A Done Deal Yet; Claims Leno In Primetime Was Doing OK; Blames ...
internally between NBC and its angry affiliates and its upset TV hosts: ... Otherwise, I'll stay with Dave's irony, sarcasm and no
actors :/, then go .... NEW: Conan: Earthquake so powerful "it knocked Jay Leno's show from 10:00 to 11:35"; Leno: "I leave
NBC prime time the same way I found it .... 'I can't think of anything I'd do different,' Leno told Andy Cohen.. Now that Jay
Leno is headed back to his old spot, it's time to stop treating ... Aaron Judge can have Jeter-like impact on Yankees, if he's able
to stay healthy ... that NBC was killing Leno's prime-time show and wanted him back at 11:35 ... Leno's spokesman says he
doesn't get upset at the jokes because it's .... Comedian Jay Leno, the host of The Tonight Show, says the ... A few months later,
Jay and Conan came back on the air in their new roles. ... On March 1, 2010, Jay will return to NBC as the host of The Tonight
Show. ... Oprah: So this was your option: Moving to primetime rather than ... That would be trouble.. NBC's beset -- and from
his standpoint most assuredly betrayed ... so that NBC could find a way to still use the ratings-challenged Jay Leno in late night.
... to start by making it clear that no one should waste a second feeling sorry for me. ... NBC has decided to react to their terrible
difficulties in prime time by .... Both Jay Leno and Conan O'Brien continued to assault the suits Wednesday ... Leno allowed
that "Conan O'Brien is understandably very upset. ... to start by making it clear that no one should waste a second feeling sorry
for me. ... the '90s and '00s, praised NBC's vision in moving Leno to prime time, even .... Two days after NBC announced it
would move Jay Leno back to late ... I am truly sorry about my hair; it's always been that way. Yours,. Conan ... Had Jay done
the right thing - stuck to his word - and told NBC their stupid Prime Time Jay way ... Brett might be upset at the Packers
management but he has only .... 2ND UPDATE: Leno's Primetime Show Starts Fall 2009 (Includes ... So this way Jay Leno
would stay at the network even though Zucker threw him under the bus five years ago by giving The Tonight Show to Conan
O'Brien in 2009. ... though, NBC is going to be in trouble if the new show tanks or if Leno .... I read your post suggesting NBC
give Leno back The Tonight Show, ... I'm an extremely huge fan of Jay's, and that's why I don't think he can stay at NBC and
save face. ... periods when NBC's entire prime time schedule was in the dumpster. ... and saying how sorry he is that it worked
out as it did for Conan.. Late-night mainstay Conan O'Brien on the future of 'Conan', the ... bar of the ritzy Manhattan hotel
where he's staying during upfronts week. ... Jay Leno Show in prime time and O'Brien became host of the former. ... roleWhen
Conan debuted on TBS, O'Brien frequently used his NBC split as fodder for jokes.. But TV network NBC ran into ratings
trouble when Leno was given another ... just as important, some degree of ratings support from the prime-time schedule. ... But
NBC's management then stuck with him, and he blossomed into a ... by making it clear that no one should waste a second
feeling sorry for me.. Conan O'Brien won't host "The Tonight Show" at 12:05 a.m. to make ... move the troubled "The Jay Leno
Show" out of its primetime slot, after a ... After taking shots at NBC during his program last week, O'Brien ... "Have a great day
and, for the record, I am truly sorry about my hair; it's always been that way.".. CBS' David Letterman on NBC's Jay LenoConan O'Brien bungle: 'Once ... Tonight Show," addressed NBC's cancellation of Leno's prime-time show and ... Leno, on his
own program, said he took pride in leaving NBC's prime time in ... as well as a Top 10 list of "There's Trouble at NBC" (see
video below). a7b7e49a19
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